The E. Allen James Leadership Award honors an individual whose outstanding contributions to the specialty pesticide and fertilizer industry and RISE association activities epitomize the contributions of the first RISE president, Allen James.

The award was founded in James’ honor in 2009 and is awarded as earned to an outstanding association volunteer, based upon nominations by peers. The award is presented during the RISE annual meeting.

Nomination Procedures

A member must be nominated by at least three peers currently active in the association. Nominators shall be from different organizations and must document personal knowledge of the contributions of the nominee. (Currently serving members of the RISE Governing Board are not eligible.)

Each nomination must include in one page or less, the nominators’ knowledge of the contributions and achievements made by the nominee and must identify his or her impact on RISE and the industry.

Nominations should include your complete contact information and the nominee’s complete contact information. All nominations will remain confidential.

Nomination Deadline

- All nominations must be received by June 1, 2020.
- Email to: lpugh-rawls@pestfacts.org

Selection

RISE staff will verify the nominee’s eligibility based on nomination criteria and provide nominations to the Governing Board for selection.

Questions

Contact LaKiya Pugh-Rawls, 202-872-3872, lpugh-rawls@pestfacts.org